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Hello!
We are Melina Nordstrand and Anja 
Eriksson and we are Opal Agency.

Opal Agency is part of Bokförlaget 
Opal, a well established, family 
owned, independent publishing 
house in Sweden. Along with Opal’s 
books we also represent books from 
YA imprint Vox by Opal, and a few 
from Berghs förlag.

On our list, we have books for 
children and youth with a clear 
quality profile, both fiction and 
non-fiction, illustrated and text-only.

In 2023, Opal celebrates its 50th 
anniversary, so although there  are 
a lot of news on our list, we also 
have a large backlist. So if you don’t 
find what you’re looking for, please 
contact us! We migth be able to help!

Post address: 
Tegelbergsvägen 31, 
168 66 Bromma, SWEDEN

Phone: +46 (8) 28 21 79 
www.opal.se

melina@opal.se
anja@opal.se
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Pettson and Findus
The first book about Pettson and Findus, Pannkakstårtan, 
was published in 1984 and has stayed popular ever since. The 
book has, until today, sold over 2 million copies around the 
world. The entire series has been a success right from the 
start, both in Sweden and around the world. All together they 
have sold approximately 18 millions copies and have been 
translated into about 55 languages. 
Please contact us for more information about the 
characters and the books about them. There are many 
stories to discover!

Eva-Lena Larsson & Kennert Danielsson (text) 
Sven Nordqvist (illustration)
With Pettson & Findus All Year Round
(Året runt med Pettson och Findus)

Follow Pettson and Findus around the year, and learn from 
the different crafts and experiment they do.  See all the 
things nature offers, and learn how you can take care of all 
living things in return. Make 
a birdfeeder, create jewelry 
and toys from things you find 
outdoors. Build a compost and 
make an ice lantern. This book 
holds crafts for every season! 

A book for the whole family that 
inspires children and grown-ups to 
do arts and crafts project together. 
Also perfect for teachers who are 
looking for new inspiration on 
projects to do with the children.  

publisher: 
bokförlaget opal 
size: 160 x 240 mm 
number of pages: 112 
release: january 2023 
rights sold: please contact us 
for inquiries
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Stefan Casta (text) &  Anna Lagerström (illustration)
Larson Is Clever as a Fox
(Larson är listig som en räv)

One morning, it’s cold in 
the hen house when Larson 
wakes up. Outside is a strange 
snowman. Suddenly, the 
snowman comes to life and 
catches Doris. It’s the hungry 
fox trying to find new clever 
ways to find food. Larson 
makes a deal with the fox, 
trying to persuade it to eat 
other things. Who knew that 
Larson would be clever as a … 
yes, what?  

The third book about the rooster 
Larson, with funny illustrations 
and humoristic text, just as the 
two others.

publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 210 x 260 mm 
number of pages: 32  
release: march 2023

Lars Rudebjer
The books about Pan
(Böckerna om Pan)

The seventh book about 
Pan, the panda. This time, 
Pan teaches Polly about 
the numbers.

The series is a sweet read for 
the very youngest. In its own 
funny way, the books teaches 
the children on what to do.  

publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 170 x 170 mm 
number of pages: 32  
release: may 2023 
rights sold: 
chinese (simplified) and 
danish

Lars Rudebjer
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Ankmamman måste till veterinären och Pan ska 
passa hennes ungar. De kan tydligen vara riktigt 
besvärliga och gömmer sig hela tiden. Men hur 

svårt kan det vara? Pan är ju bra på att leta …

ankungarna
och

Pan och ankungarna_omslag.indd   1Pan och ankungarna_omslag.indd   1 2022-01-27   10:442022-01-27   10:44

In the same series:

rights sold: romanian

The books about Pan:
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Marie Oskarsson, Jeeva Raghunath & Kenneth Andersson
Total Darkness
(Totalt mörker)

The gang is back, and this time, 
they are camping! 
At first, they need to find the 
perfect spot, how FAR AWAY 
can it be? They get hungry 
and want sandwiches, but all 
they find is berries. When they 
finally reach the camp site, new 
problems occur. Isn’t it very dark 
in the forest? And isn’t someone 
missing …?

The charming gang from The Worm 
is back with a new funny adventure. 

publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 195 x 225 mm 
number of pages: 32 
release: may 2023

Ann-Christine Magnusson & Paola Ciliberto 
Pite and Palt Takes the Bus
(Pite och Palt tar bussen)

Pite and Palt loves to play and to 
have fun. One day, they find a cargo 
bike and start giving each other 
rides. They pretend that the bike is 
a bus and play all day, until Football 
Beaver comes and wants the bike 
for himself. But the rabbits are 
not bothered by his bullying ways, 
instead their naive nature just 
makes it all into jokes, and in the 
end, even Football Beaver starts to 
think that the game is almost fun.   

The first book about Pite and Palt 
came out in 2002, quickly followed 
by others. This is the first title in a few 
years, but the small bunnies are just 
as charming, naive, and, above all, 
funny as before.

publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size:  195 x 245  mm 
number of pages: 32 
release: may 2023

In the same series: In the same series:

rights sold:  
danish & korean
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Masoud Gharebhaghi
Fooling a Lion
(Att lura ett lejon)

Negishon and Leboo are sent to 
fetch fire wood. On the way, they 
see a lion’s tail flopping in the high 
grass. They sneak past it, but on the 
way back, they walk different ways. 
Negishon don’t want to risk passing 
the lion again and chooses the 
longer way back. Leboo, though, is 
convinced he will manage to sneak 
by the lion one more time and takes 
the short way. But the lion shows up, 
hungry for human brains. Are the 
boys smart enough to fool the lion, 
or rather … foolish enough? 

Based on an African folk tale, this 
charming book is both clever and funny. It’s the third book by 
the iranian illustrator Masoud Gharebhaghi published by Opal.
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 230 x 230  mm 
number of pages: 40 
release: may 2023

More from Masoud Gharebaghi:

rights sold:  
chinese (simplified)

rights sold:  
french and korean
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Johanna Olsson & Mia Nilsson
Can I Be Your Human?
(Får jag bli din människa?)

Vide wants a pet, but mom says no. So Vide takes matter into his own 
hands, and walk into the forest to find one for himself. In the forest, 
Vide offers lots of animals to come live with him, but they all decline. 
They don’t want to walk on a leash, behave themselves – or risk 
ending up on the plate. Vide feels sad. All he wanted was a small and 
furry friend. Can it really be this hard? 

Full of warmth and humor, this is a story that tells about a child’s longing 
for a pet. Johanna Olsson has previously written books for YA, but is 
now making her debut as a picture book’s author. Mia Nilsson is a well 
established illustrator that has worked for a wide range of publisher, as 
well as for other organizations.  
publisher: berghs förlag 
size: 210 x 260 mm 
number of pages: 32 
release: march 2023
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Nina Blychert
Buying Ice Cream
(Glasskön)

Sture has gotten his weekly 
allowance, and is happily 
walking towards the ice-cream 
stand. But it turns out he’s not 
the only one in the mood for ice 
cream. Sture is shy, and don’t 
want to elbow his way into 
the queue. He finds himself 
further and further back. When 
he finally is first in line, the ice 
cream man closes the stand 
right in front of him. But it 
turns out the man has seen 
him, and the day ends with a 
mega-big ice cream.

Relatable about the long waiting 
for something good, and how it 
sometimes can be hard to fight 
your way forward in this world.
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 210 x 280 mm 
number of pages: 32 
release: june 2023

Annelis Johansson & Emelie Östergren
The Year Book
(Årsboken)

In this book the seasons 
change and each month get 
an extra special something 
when the children’s 
imagination is added. Join 
the playful swarm of spring 
flowers, autumn mushroom 
and cold winter gales. There 
is a lot to discover in each 
spread – and within each 
season.  

publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 230 x 265  mm 
number of pages: 32  
release: january 2023
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Ulrika Kestere
No More Cookies
(Kakorna är slut)

Pelle’s and Lollo’s house is so messy they trip over things. They 
realize they have to clean, but really want something sweet to eat 
first. They decide to bake some cookies but things don’t really go as 
planned. So they go out to see what 
their neighbors have. It’ becomes a 
brazzy and messy hunt, where they 
often choose the easiest way before 
the moral right one. Is it really the 
right way to get what you want? 

With lots of humor, Ulrika Kestere tells 
a story about greed, lazyness, and bad 
luck. And about realizing that the easy 
way might not be the right one.
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 215 x 280 mm 
number of pages: 32 
release: january 2023 
rights sold: danish, french, and korean 

More from Ulrika Kestere:

ulrika kestere’s previous books are sold to a number of languages. 
please ask us about available rights.
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Stefan Casta (text) & Marion Jaklin (illustrations)
The Girl and the Bird
(Flickans fågel)

A dreamingly beautiful 
story about change. About 
seeing and understanding 
the things that happen 
around you.  
One day, the girl sees a bird 
on her windowsill, high up in 
a tall building. After that, the 
girl starts to notice changes, 
both in herself, and in 
the city around her. 
Dream and reality 
blend together, and 
neither the girl, nor the 
reader, know what is real or 
not. 

A remarkable picturebook 
that is easy to interpret in 
many different ways, but sends 
the message that it’s possible 
to dream about a better 
world. 
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 210 x 280 mm 
number of pages: 32 
release: january 2023 
rights sold: korean
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Stina Klintberg & David Henson
Mira’s Big Day in School
(Miras stora skoldag)

Today is Mira’s first school 
day. She’s been longing for it 
all summer, yes all year, and 
she can’t wait. She grows 
with every step she takes, but 
when they arrive to school, 
and mom let go of her hand, 
something happens. Mira 
start to shrink, and suddenly 
everything feels scary. At 
least until she hears a voice: 
“Hi. Do you want to play?“ 

A book for all of those who is 
about to start school, and feel 
all that exciting mix of feelings.
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 170 x 240 mm 
number of pages: 36 
release: april 2023 
rights sold: danish, finnish, french, and korean
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Jack & Elliot Wallentin 
What Happens With the Forest Animals?
(Vad gör alla djur i skogen?)

A non-fiction title in board book format, for the very youngest readers. 
We get to meet some of the most common animals living in the northern 
European forests. Lovely illustrations filled with humoristic details. Meet 
the mouse, the fox, the lynx and many more!

This is the first title in a planned non-fiction board book series. The second one 
will be released during fall 2023, and will be about all those animals living below 
ground. 
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 20 
size: 170 x 170 mm 
release: august 2023
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Marko T. Wramén & Jonna Hallberg 
Moon Base Shackleton
(Månbas Shackleton)

Did you know that there is a large crater on the moon’s southpole called 
Shackleton? It’s an amazing place, and now you can come on an exciting 
adventure there. Learn about the rocket, the lunar roving vehicle, and 
much more that can be good to know when travelling to the moon. SFoe 
example what you can eat in space, and how you use the toilet. 

Moon Base Shackleton tells the reader about the real Artemis mission that 
is planned to take humans to moon once again. The plan is to send a first 
crewed mission in 2024.

publisher: bokförlaget opal  size:  240 x 290  mm 
release: may 2023   number of pages:48 
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Elin Hägg 
Sex– A Historic Journey
(Sex – En historisk resa)

Come on a journey through the history of sex. Sex is surrounden by norms 
and taboos, and the way we think about it has always effected the way we 
look upon nature, culture and ourselves. This book is about how people in 
the western world has viewed sex, bodies, gender, and power throughout 
history. The way we look 
upon these things has 
changed during the course 
of history and things we 
find natural today is the 
result of thousands of 
years of human impact. 

In this book, we don’t 
only find ancient, flying 
genitalia, but also tales of 
the fight for basic human 
rights and independence. 
And of course, we get an 
answer to the burning 
question: Did my great 
great grandmother really 
think about sex? 
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 110 
size: 190 x 260 mm 
release: march 2023 
rights sold: danish and 
german

24
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Malin Stehn & Maria Källström
Luna and Liam At a Party
(Luna och Liam går på kalas)

It’s Sanna’s birthday and she’s having 
a party. Luna is excited, but Liam 
isn’t very fond of parties. He does his 
best to have fun, but when he tries 
an extra special move for the dance 
game, he accidently rolls around in 
the left-over food. Everyone laughs, 
and Liam wishes he could disappear 
from Earth’s surface ….

Like in the other titles in the series, this 
book is about those everyday problems 
and worries that seem so big when you 
are young.
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 135 x 200 
number of pages: 32 
release: may 2023

In the same series: 

rights sold: danish

6-9
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Stefan Casta & Mimmi Tollerup
Blueberry Patrol
(Blåbärspatrullen)

Blåbärspatrullen (Blueberry Patrol) 
is a group consistent of David, Tim, 
Milla, Fabian and the dog Höganäs. 
They all live close to each other on the 
countryside, and somehow they keep 
finding themselves in mysterious and 
sometimes spooky situations. It’s a 
good thing they are a brave group ready 
to solve any mystery that comes in their 
way!

The books about Blåbärspatrullen were 
originally published as picturebooks, but 
they have now been adapted for the easy-
to-read middle grade format. The first two 
titles will be released during 2023.
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
size: 135 x 200 
number of pages: 32 
release: 2023

6-9
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Anette Eggert & Sofia Falkenhem
Real Football
(Riktig fotboll)

Adam is fed up with football. 
It is a strange feeling. How can 
one be fed up with something 
that you love? But practice isn’t 
fun anymore. Everyone is just 
fooling around, and Adam wants 
to play real football.  But what is 
real football? Is it to score and do 
perfect passes each time? Or is it 
to have fun on the field?

This is the fourth book about Adam, 
and just like in the others, this book 
Adam is faced with feelings he can’t 
really handle, and that forces him to 
think one extra time. 
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 64 
word count: 4,500 
release: may 2023

The other books about Adam:

rights sold: danish

Lena Arro & Anna Westin
Hemera Nightdaughter Series
(Serien om Hemera Nattdotter)

Hemera Nightdaughter has 
reached the Carpathian 
mountains together with her 
interns Vendela and Tore. They 
are visiting two of Hemera’s 
good friends. But as soon as they 
land, they get no less than two 
important missions. Both of the 
friends are in trouble and need 
Hemera’s help. Will she be able 
to?

The fourth book about Hemera and 
her interns are just as quirky, unique 
and funny as the rest. 
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 64 
word count: 6,000 
release: march 2023

In the same series:

rights sold: danish

6-9
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Charlotte Cederlund & Anna Westin
Twin World
(Tvillingvärlden)

The brand new series about Twin World 
tells about Ella, whose twin brother died 
at birth. After a fight with her parents, Ella 
sees a small door in the wall on the boring 
backyard. She peaks through the door and 
sees an amazingly beautiful world. It’s Twin 
World, a world for twins waiting for their 
siblings before moving on to the world after 
this. Soon, Ella understands that her dead 
twin brother Elliot is in there, and that he is 
in danger, that’s why the door showed itself 
for Ella. She must save him!

The titles in this easy-to-read portal fantasy are 
freestanding, but they all tells the story about 
Ella and Elliot and their adventures in Twin 
World. Richly illustrated, they are perfect for the 
fantasy-loving child who just started to read. 
The first two titles are released in 2023, and a 
third is planned for 2024.
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: ~ 100 
word count:  ~ 8,000 
release: may / september 2023

6-9
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Annelis Johansson
My Life as KING
(Mitt liv som KING)

As a boy in middle school, life actually 
is kind of nice. You go snowboarding 
with your family, help your friends 
when they need you, do a whole 
school presentation in English by 
accident, and manage to arrange 
free Christmas gifts for the whole 
extended family. And when spring 
comes you fall in love. That’s what 
happens at spring. Right?

This is the perfect read for that middle 
grade reader that sometimes have 
trouble finding the book to read. A 
relatable everyday story full of action. 
With short chapters that could be read 
separately as short stories, or together as 
a novel, depending on what you’re in the 
mood for.
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 100 
word count: 12,000 
release: may 2023

Ann-Christine Magnusson & Anna Knutsson
Trustville: Only the Beginning
(Trustville: Bara början)

We’re back in sleepy small town 
Trustville for the third time. 
Carla, the ghost, has finally 
disappeared, and it appears that 
life will get back to normal. But 
then, the gate to the dead opens 
and a man walks through. And 
compared to him, Carla appears 
almost friendly. 

The third title in the Trustville series 
is just as thrilling and nailbiting 
as the other two. This book was 
written after a a lot of letters from 
readers, demaninding another 
book in the series. 
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 200 
word count:  
release: march 2023

In the same series:

9-12
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Per Simonsson
Daughter of the Runes
(Runornas dotter)

Vera is born with bad luck, it runs in 
her family. But when she moves with 
her foster dad to Stockholm, she 
hopes her luck will turn. Little did 
she know that the school field trip to 
Birka, the old viking town, will bring 
more bad luck then she’s ever seen 
before … 
It all starts with the rain and thunder 
leading her to nine big runestones in 
a circle. Suddenly she hears a bang, 
and she finds herself on the same 
spot, but in a completely different 
time. She has ended up in the viking 
era, and everyone thinks she is the 
one chosen by the gods to brake the 
curse that torments them. They all 
think she is Daughter of the runes.   

An action-filled portal fantasy taking 
place in one of Europe’s most myth bound eras and places. 
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 270 
word count: 43,000 
release: may 2023

Katarina Warnström
Swallowed by Earth
(Uppslukad av jorden)

John is looking forward 
to another summer at 
Rantatalo, the old family 
farm in the very northern 
part of Sweden. He loves it 
there, and to hang out with 
Julia and William. One day, he 
stumbles on a door knob in 
the middle of the forest. The 
door leads to a root cellar, 
that seems to hold a dark 
secret. Together with his 
friends, John starts to unfold 
a story that has been burid 
for a long time. They realize 
that fugitives from Russia was 
hiding in the cellar during the 
Second World War and the 
Cold War. Even though it was 
many years ago, something 
tells John and his friends that they have to find the truth about 
what really happened at the farm so many years ago.

Full of suspence from the first page, this books touches major events 
in history, and how that effected people in various ways.
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 270 
word count: 45,000 
release: may 2023

9-12



Angelica Öhrn 
Break Free
(Slita sig)

Lella is sixteen years old and live 
on a horse farm in the middle of 
nowhere. The few people living in 
the area are controlled by old-
fashioned habits and unwritten 
rules. At weekends the young 
people party in The Pit. That’s 
where it all happens, where you 
find someone to kiss and drink 
illegal alcohol. If you don’t go to 
The Pit, you don’t exist. But deep 
down, Lella dreams of something 
bigger, she wants to become a vet 
and a show jumper. And one day, 
she gets the chance to her very own 
horse. It’s D-Day, a horse that has 
been treated badly and therefore 
is considered dangerous. Lella is 
convinced that it’s the previous 
owner that is to blame for its 
behavior. The problem is that she 
is one of the most influentual persons in the neighbourhood, and you 
don’t question the natural order of things without consequenses.   

A gripping coming-of-age story about a girl deeply effected by the society 
she lives in. It’s also a tale about the strong bond that can exist between 
horse and human.  
publisher: bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 300 
word count: 53,000 
release: may 2023

YA
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Pettson & Findus Backlist

Tomtemaskinen 
(1994)

på äventyr med 
pettson och findus 
(2021)

kan du 
ingenting, 
pettson? (2019)

pannkakstårtan (1984)
rävjakten (1986)
stackars pettson (1987)
pettson får julbesök (1988)
kackel i grönsaks landet (1990)
pettson tältar (1992)
tuppens minut (1996)
när findus var liten 
och försvann (2001)
findus flyttar ut (2012)

letters and words  learn time   colouring book
numbers and shapes  christmas activity 

pettson och findus kokbok
(Cook Book)

sjung med pettson och findus
(Song Book)

känner du pettson och findus (2014)
var är pettson? (2015)
pettson och findus bygger en bil (2020)

The first book about Pettson and Findus, Pannkakstårtan, was published in 1984 and has 
stayed popular ever since. The book has, until today, sold over 2 million copies around 
the world. 30 years later the first board book was published, Känner du Pettson och 
Findus? and has so far sold over 200 000 copies. The entire series has been a success 
right from the start, both in Sweden and around the world. All together they have sold 
approximately 18 million copies and have been translated into 55 languages. 

All the books have been highly welcomed, but the three most popular Pettson-books 
around the world is Pannkakstårtan, Pettson får julbesök and När Findus var liten och 
försvann. 

picture books

factual books

activity books

board books

please contact us for information on rights sold!

© Sven Nordqvist
Utgiven av Gammafon 2008

www.gammafon.se

 

Vilken färg vill du att Findus ska ha på 
sina byxor? Nu kan du själv bestämma …
Här fi nns många knepiga och roliga 
bilder med många mucklor så klart. 
Ta fram dina favoritfärger och sätt igång!
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mattias edvardsson & matilda salmén
the ella & noa series
(serien om ella & noa)
rights sold: danish and spanish (world)

mikael bengtsson 
& anton lundqvist
the lake without 
bottom
(sjön som saknade 
botten)

kerstin elias costa
the butterfly 
house
(fjärilshuset)

stefan casta & marcus gunnar 
pettersson
the magical dust
(det magiska stoftet)
rights sold: ukrainian

lennart eng
valdemar in the ocean
(valdemar i världshavet)
rights sold: korean, odia, thai 
little valdemar
(lilla valdemar)
harry over the ocean
(titta på min svans)

sanna borell
play nice
(klappa snällt)
rights sold: 
danish, french

look at my tail
(titta på min svans)
the fairytale
(sagan)
rights sold: danish, french

sara gimbergsson
a dog day
(en hundag)
rights sold: french

yvonne hoffman & 
christel rönns
the big dragon fight
(den stora drakstriden)

alex howes
what would a tiger do?
(vad skulle en tiger 
göra?)
rights sold: danish, 
french & korean

david henson
cyklar är fantastiska
(bikes are awesome)
rights sold: danish & french
nu cyklar vi
(let’s ride)

Elin Hägg
Move, Tage!
(Tut tut, Tage!)

Tage is tired. Really tired. All he wants is to find some 
place where he can sleep in peace. He tries in front of 
the white oven, under the green flower, and on the blue 
rug. But everywhere, he is in someones way and all he 
hears is “Move, Tage!“ Finally, Tage finds his place, a warm 
embrace to snuggle up with.

size: 190 x 190 mm 
number of pages: 32 
release: august 2022 rights sold: japanese
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lina jansson
friday night
(fredagsmys)

barbro lindgren & 
sven nordqvist
poor allan
(stackars allan)
rights sold: russian

lisa hyder & per gustavsson
if the day ends (om dagen tar slut)
rights sold: arabic, danish, and slovenian
sandslott (sand castles)
rights sold: somali

sven nordqvist
the books about nasse
(böckerna om nasse)
rights sold: polish
lisa is waiting for the bus
(lisa väntar på bussen)
rights sold: russian
the cristmas porridge
(julgröten)
rights sold: bulgarian, 
english, estonian, german, 
hungarian, russian, and 
ukrainian

Sven Nordqvist
The Dog Walk
(Hundpromenaden)
Completely without words, Sven Nordqvist tells a 
story about a dog walk, that nothing like anything 
you’ve seen before. 
rights sold: chinese (simplified), danish, english 
(world), faroese, german, italian, polish, and russian

Where Is My Sister?
(Var är min syster?)
The search for a sister that keeps disappearing 
leads the reader on a magnificent journey across 
landscapes that exists only in dreams.  
Awarded with the August Prize in 2007.
rights sold: arabic (world), bulgarian, catalan, 
chinese (simplified), english (uk), finnish, georgian, 
german, hebrew, hungarian, italian, japanese, 
kurdish, lithuanian, moldovian, norwegian, polish, 
russian, spanish (spain), and ukrainian

eva petrén & petra wester norgren
what should teddy do? (vad ska lilla nallen göra nu?)
why is big ape angry? (varför är stora apan så arg?)
can the squirrel join? (får ekorren vara med?)

lina sandqvist
vi gjorde det!
(we did it!)
rights sold: 
korean

björn sundmark & 
per gustavsson
climb trees
(klättra i träd)
rights sold: danish

amanda jonsson
sally sulks 
(sally surar)
disco 
(disco)
rights sold: danish and korean

Maja Knochenhauer & Jonas Tjäder
The Letter Houses
A unique ABC-book that never ends. The letters 
are presented as houses in cross section. The form 
of the individual letter generates imaginative and 
particular houses. Added to this are characters and 
fragmented stories that can be read both forwards 
and backwards. We get to follow bandits on the run, 
animals escaped from zoo, a farmer seeking a wife, 
and many more. This book has several layers that 
flirt with both children and adults. 

size: 210x 297 mm  rigths sold: danish (option), german,  
number of pages: 40 and spanish (latin america) 
release: september 2021  
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daniel gunnarsson 
& jens ahlbom
among the reeds
(vad lurar i vassen?)
rights sold: danish

charlotte cederlund 
& elin hägg
santa’s secret 
workshop
(tomtens magiska 
verkstad)
rights sold: danish

peter ekberg & david henson
math jungle
(mattedjungeln)

stefan casta & 
emma tinnert
my butterfly book
(min fjärilsbok)
rights sold: 
chinese (simplified), 
finnish, norwegian, 
and russian

stefan casta & maj fagerberg
the bumblebee’s herbarium
(humlans herbarium)
rights sold: chinese (simplified), 
german, and norwegian 
the bumblebee’s flowerbook
(humlans blomsterbok)
rights sold: chinese (simplified), 
german, norwegian, and russian
the bumblebee builds a nest
(humlan bygger bo)
rights sold: german, norwegian, 
and russian 

stefan casta & 
mattias olsson
secrets of the 
mushroom forest
(svampskogens 
hemligheter)
rights sold: estonian

charlotte cederlund 
& david henson
fire!
(det brinner!)
rights sold: 
chinese (simplified), 
korean, and slovak 

peter ekberg & sven nordqvist
think for yourself
(tänk själv)
rights sold: arabic, chinese 
(simplified), japanese, korean, 
russian, and turkish  
peter ekberg & jens ahlbom
think big
(tänk stort)
rights sold: arabic, chinese 
(simplified), danish, japanese, 
and korean

karin linderoth
our nordic dragons
(våra nordiska drakar)
rights sold: danish, russian
the dragons’ flower book
(drakarnas första flora)
rock dragons
stendrakar)

publisher: bokförlaget opal rights sold: danish 
size: 230 x 300 mm 
number of pages: 48 
release: september 2022

Lennart Eng
The Sperm Whale – Biggest 
Predator In the World
(Kaskeloten – Världens största rovdjur)

The sperm whale is the world’s largest predator, but 
there are still many things we don’t know about it. It 
spends its life deep down in the vast depths, far away 
from human eyes. This books allows you to get a little 
bit closer, to be part of some of the thrilling facts about 
this amazing creature.

ellinor ledger & mia 
nilsson
be a sleeker speaker
(slipa snacket)
rights sold: korean
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cold facts about ice
(kalla fakta om is)
rights sold: chinese (simplified), 
danish, korean, russian, and 
vietnamese 
hard-boiled  facts about eggs
(hårdkokta fakta om ägg)
rights sold: chinese (simplified), 
danish, german, italian, korean, 
russian, spanish, and vietnamese 
beating facts about the heart
(slående fakta om hjärtat)
rights sold: chinese (simplified), 
korean, russian, ukrainian, 
vietnamese 
bright in the night
(natten lyser)
rights sold: catalan, chinese 
(simplified), dutch, english (world), 
french, german, italian, korean, 
norwegian,russian,and spanish
our animal helpers
(djuren som hjälper oss)
rights sold: german and korean

Monika Vaicenavičiene
What Is a River?
(Vad är en flod?)

What is a river? It’s a thread, embroiding our world 
with beautiful patterns. It’s a journey, visiting 
mountains, cities and oceans. It’s a home, providing 
water and shelters for all living things. It’s energy, 
giving away it’s force to those who need it. It’s a 
meeting place, a memory, a riddle, a name. It’s all 
those things, and it binds all of us living on this 
earth together.
A stunning poetic tale that leaves no one untouched. 

size: 280 x 280 mm 
number of pages: 48 
year of release: 2019
rights sold: arabic, chinese (complex), chinese (simplified), 
czech, dutch, english (world), french (world), german, 
italian, korean, latvian, lithuanian, portugese (brazil) 
russian, somali, spanish (world), and turkish

Books by Lena Sjöberg

anna ehn, mia öström & jenny karlsson
the sally series
(serien om sally)
rights sold: danish

malin eriksson sjögärd
the rabbit leap
(kaninhoppet)
rights sold: japanese

lisa hyder & louise 
winblad
majken majken
(majken majken)
rights sold: italian

The Old Cemetery
emma johansson
- the underworld (underjorden)
- the prophecy (spådomen)
- the force (kraften)

, 6-9
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annika giannini
majsan’s mystery
(majsans mysterium)
majsan’s map 
(majsans skattkarta)

monica zak & elin lindell
ava and the dog that disappeared
(ava och hunden som kom bort)
rights sold: arabic
monica zak & gunna grähs
beva and the love
(beva och kärleken)
rights sold: arabic 
ceva and the skates
(ceva och skridskorna)
rights sold: arabic

erika eklund wilson
little star stable series
(serien om stall lilla stjärnan)
rights sold: danish

david henson
catch the night
(fånga natten)

, 6-9

Graphic Novels

eva apelqvist
darkness at 
the skate park
(mörker över 
skateparken)

emma andersson
the door
(dörren)

anna ehn, mia öström & alex howes
puppy warning series
(valpvarningserien)
rights sold: danish

staffan cederborg
brain freze (hjärnpunka)
rights sold: danish
brain melt (hjärnsmälta)
rights sold: danish
my bizarre life as dead 
(mitt bisarra liv som död)

malin eriksson sjögärd
cat friend
(kattvännen)
fat dance
(fat dance)

, 9-12
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the boy liviing with ostrich 
(pojken som levde med strutsar)
daughter of the cougar 
(pumans dotter)
street child murder 
(gaturbarnsmordet)
felix street child 
(felix gatubarn)

The series about Alex Dogboy
(Serien om Alex Dogboy)

Alex lives alone on the streets of Honduras capital city Tegucigalpa. He was 
abandonded by his parents, and can’t stand living with his aunt, so he ran away. But life 
on the streets is hard and dangerous. Luckily, he has his dogs, without them, he don’t 
know how he would’ve survived. 

Alex’s story is real. When he was very young he got in touch with the Swedish author Monica, 
and told her his story. She promised to spread it to the world. Over the years, they have stayed 
in touch and Monica has now told the story about Alex’s life in three books and one short 
story. 
rights sold: arabic and spanish (world, excluding spain)

, 9-12

Books by Monica Zak

maria engstrand
code: orestes (kod: orestes), rights sold: german, russian
code: elektra (kod: elektra), rights sold: german, russian
code: mesina (kod: mesina). rights sold: russian

, 9-12

dan höjer & 
roger hansson
zombieberg
(zombieberg)

annika langa, 
anna holmström 
degerman & elin 
fahlstedt
zulu sisters
(zulusystrar)

tuvalisa rangström & anna nilsdotter
elin’s secrets
(elins hemlighet)
rights sold: estonian
rosa’s book of prophecies
(rosas spådomsbok)
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anette eggert
thistle thoughts
(tisteltankar)
the most beautiful idiots in the world
(de vackraste idioterna i världen)

charlotte cederlund
so damn unperfect
(så jävla operfekt)

linnea dahlgren
the day you ruined 
everything
(dagen du förstörde allt) malin fjellborg

maybe it’s longing
(kanske är det längtan)

Matilda Gunnarsson Rathsman
Time To Spend
(Tidsfördriv)

My is eighteen years old, and lives in a world where 
everyone knows when they will die. In My’s case, that’s 
pretty soon. She struggles with the expectation to make 
the the most of her last year when she meets Theodor, 
the boy who tells her there might be a way of fooling 
death … 
A remarkable debut that makes the reader question 
everything we know about life and death. Selected as best 
YA title of the year, 2021.
publisher: vox by opal 
number of pages: 400 
word count: 73,000 
year of release: 2021

emma johansson
paper souls
(papperssjälar)
beaten
(sönderslagen)
half of a heart
(ett halvt hjärta)

karl modig
fight
(slagsmål)

yrsa walldén
you are my bobby jean
(du är min bobby jean)

mats wahl
winter bay
(vinterviken)
rights sold: italian, russian. dutch, german

Viveca Sjögren
The Yellow Laughter
(Det gula skrattet)

Hewa is on the run, she doesn’t know where, just that 
she has to escape from the world she doesn’t recognize 
anymore. Her home doesn’t exist anymore. In her 
backpack she carries her mom’s secret notebooks. The 
ones that tell the truth. A truth worth dying for. 
Unique och terrifying about a fugitive young girl, this book 
leaves no one untouched.
publisher:bokförlaget opal 
number of pages: 210 
word count: 40,000 
year of release: 2022
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lena sjöberg
life and other things
(livet och lite annat)
hundred pages of dogs
(hundra sidor hundar)
yoga with lena sjöberg
(yoga med lena sjöberg)
they are at their best while sleeping
(de är som sötast när de sover)

erik arpi & sven nordqvist
instead of a flower
(istället för en blomma)
god jul och gott nytt år
(merry christmas and happy new year)
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